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Abstract
The asymptotic conformal Yano{Killing tensor proposed in [1] is analyzed
for Schwarzschild metric and tensor equations dening this object are given.
The result shows that the Schwarzschild metric (and other metrics which are
asymptotically \Schwarzschildean" up to O(1=r
2
) at spatial innity) is among
the metrics fulllling stronger asymptotic conditions and supertranslations
ambiguities disappear. It is also clear from the result that 14 asymptotic
gravitational charges are well dened on the \Schwarzschildean" background.
1 Introduction
We have proposed in [1] the charged solutions of spin-2 equations. The new charges
result in a natural way from a geometric formulation of the \Gauss law" for the grav-
itational charges, dened in terms of the Riemann tensor (equation 5). It leads to
the notion of the conformal Yano{Killing tensor. A conformal Yano{Killing (CYK)
equation (2) posseses twenty{dimensional space of solutions for at Minkowski met-
ric in four{dimensional spacetime. This can be easily seen from our analysis when
we pass to the limit with mass parameter m (m! 0).
A natural application of the construction of CYK tensor to the description of
asymptotically at spacetimes was proposed in [1]. It allows us to dene an asymp-
totic charge at spatial innity without supertranslation ambiguities. The existence
or nonexistence of the corresponding asymptotic CYK tensors can be chosen as a
criterion for classication of asymptotically at spacetimes. We show in this article
that Schwarzschild metric is an example of a nice asymptotically at spacetime from
this point of view. It possesses a full set of 14 asymptotic CYK tensors.
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be an antisymmetric tensor eld fullling the following condition introduced


































The tensor fullling the equation (1) or (2) we proposed to call the conformal Yano
Killing tensor (or simply CYK). The CYK tensor is a natural \conformal" general-
ization of the Yano tensor.
Consider an asymptotically at spacetime (at spatial innity), fullling the Ein-
stein equations. Suppose, moreover, that the energy{momentum tensor of the mat-
ter vanishes around spatial innity (\sources of compact support"). Let us analyze,
for simplicity, this situation in terms of an asymptotically at coordinate system.



























For a general asymptotically at metric we cannot expect that the equations (1)






























On the other hand, suppose that Q











Moreover, suppose that the Riemann tensor R





























The left{hand side of (5) denes an asymptotic charge provided that the right{
hand side vanishes suciently fast at innity. It is easy to check that, for this
purpose, the exponents b; c; d have to fulll the inequality b+ c+ d > 2. In typical
situation when b = d = 1, the above inequality simply means that c > 0. In this





 > 0). Moreover, when Q

vanishes the formula (5) gives \pure" charge (not only
asymptotic).





! 0 at spatial innity. For constructing
the ACYK tensor we can begin with the solutions of (1) in at Minkowski space.
Asymptotic behaviour at innity of these at solutions explain why we expect for
































It is easy to verify that c  b + 1   a and if b = 1 than for a = 2 we have





and c > 0. This is the origin of the diculties with the denition
of the angular momentum. On the other hand it is easy to check that the energy{
momentum four{vector and the dual one are well dened (a = c = 1) and the
condition b+ d > 1 can be easily fullled (typically b = d = 1).
We proposed in [1] a new, stronger denition of the asymptotic atness. The
denition is motivated by the above discussion.




























































for r ! 1. We assume that the space of equivalence classes dened by (6) and
(7) has a nite dimension D as a vector space. The maximal dimension D = 14
correspond to the situation where there are no supertranslation problems in the
denition of an angular momentum. In the case of spacetimes for which D < 14
the lack of certain ACYK tensor means that the corresponding charge is not well
dened.
3 Conformal Yano{Killing tensors for Schwarzschild
metric












































= '. Moreover, t = x
0
denotes the
time coordinate. We consider only part of the Schwarzschild spacetime far away
from the horizon, r m.
We use the following convention for indices: greek indices ; ; : : : run from 0 to
3; k; l; : : : are spatial coordinates and run from 1 to 3; A;B; : : : are spherical angles
(; ') on a two-dimensional sphere S(r) := fr = x
3
= const:g and run from 1 to 2.
Moreover, let 
AB
denotes two-dimensional metric on S(r).
Let v := 1  
2m
r







































is a Kronecker's symbol and  
A
BC
are the same as for standard unit
sphere S(1).


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where \;" denotes four{dimensional covariant derivative with respect to the Schwarzschild
metric g

, by dot we have denoted as usual time derivative and symbol \jj" denotes






































Let a denotes the two{dimensional Laplace{Beltrami operator on a unit sphere S(1)
and on each sphere S(r) we denote by "
AB










f its dipole part and we denote by
w
f the remainder, which will be called





can have nontrivial asymptotic behaviour, the higher poles have to











































On each sphere S(r) the full information about tensorQ

is encoded in the following












































, q g. Let us notice
that the equations (9{19) can be also splitted in the same way. The \dynamics" of






























































































































































































































































= Kt(5m  2r) + Pr

























































































































































q has the follow-































= Jt(9m  2r) +Br
where again J and B are dipoles on a unit sphere:









It is easy to check that for m = 0 the dipole solutions (29) and (36) are exact.
This way we get 14 dimensional space of CYK tensors for at Minkowski space (12
dipoles plus 2 monopoles). In this case we have also 6 more constant CYK tensors
fulllling equation (2) so the total space of CYK tensors for at Minkowski space is
20 dimensional [1], [2].
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